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IDENTIFICATION OF KNOCK IN NACA HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHS OF COMBUSTION
IN A SPARK-IGNITION ENGINE

By ChAEOY D. Mmmn and H. LOWELL OLSRN

SUMMARY

17u study oj combwti.onin a spark+nition engine gic.enin
NAC’A reports 704 and 7$7 hus been coniinu.ed. The prewnt
inzv@@bn waa nude with the NACA high-speed motion-
picture camera, operaiing at 40,000 photographs a second, and
with a caihode-ray osci.llograph operating on a piezoeleztric
pickup in the combustion chamber.

Identiiy in tiw h established between the tiart oj wield
pr.mu.re$uctualtiw in thz comlmtion chamberand the appear-
ance oj bluxin the high-speed schlierenphotograph. The blwr ‘
wu tenlatiw.lypresumed to repre.wni the ocm-mnce of knock
in the previ.ou9report8.

Photograph are prmenied 8h0wing that the origin of knock
is not ?wces8ady in the end gas.

The data obtaind indicaie thd knock ties pkwe only in a
part oj the cylinder charge which ti been previoudy ignited
either lqIautoignition or by the pm8age of the lbne front8 but
which has not burrwdto cohpletk. - - -

Mottled regiou in the high-speed sch.limw
demondratedto reprtxmt combustion.reg-imw.

INTRODUCI’ION

photographs are

In 1938 the National Advisory Committee for Aeromwtica
completed the development of the NACA high-speed motion-
picture camera, which takes photographs at the rate of
40,000 per second. This canmra has been used since that
time in the study of combustion in a spark-ignition engine.
The first remdtsof the study with this camera were published
in 1941 (reference 1). These results consisted of photographs
of normal and knocking combustion with one spark plug and
of normal and knocking combustion with preignition from a
hot spot, also with one spark plug. The photographs were
taken by the schlieren method, which utilizes variations of
index of refraction in the combustion chamber to form an
image on the photosensitive iilm.

The most interesting indications of these photographs in
connection with normal combustion were that the combus-
tion zone has considerable depth in the direction of flame
travel and that the depth of combustion zone decreases dur-
ing the latter part of the flame travel. It was pointed out in
reference 1 that the apparent depth of the combustion zone
might possibly be explained by the tonguing of the flame
front or by hypothetical temperature stratifications that r-
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quired a considerable time for deoay after the passage of the
flame front.

The most important indication of the photographs of com-
bustion with knock was that autoignition might occur in the
end zone before knock but not simultaneously with it. The
photographs showed a sudden blurring of the combustion
zone simultaneous with the beginning of a violent visible
bouncing of the gases. The combustion zone disappeared
from the photographs presented in reference 1 within 0.0001
second after occurrence of the blur. The blur, the dis-
appearanw of the combustion zone, and the start of the
violent bouncing of the gasw were tentatively assumed to be
the visual widence of knock.

The apparent occurrence of autoignition an appreciable
time before knock in some cases and the complete absence of
apparent autoignition in other cases of knocking combustion
cast doubt on the adequacy of the Simfilest form of the
widely akcepted autoignition theory of “lilYbck,proposed by
Ricard6 (reference 2). According to this theory, in the
cases where autoignition was observed, the autoignition and
the beghming of the violent bouncing of the gases should
have been much more nearly simultaneous. Rothrock and
Spencer (reference 3) had previously reported failure to ob-
serve any rehction in the end zone before knock under cer-
tain conditions. The autoignition theory of lmock presumes
that a part of the charge ii the combustion chamber has not
yet been reached by the flame front at the time knock
occurs. This hypothetical part of the charge is usually
called the end gas. The theory is that the end gas is adia-
batically compressed by the expansion of the burned part
of the charge and is heated by the adiabatic compression
until it reachea rLcombination of temperature and pressure
at which it autoignites. The combustion d~e to autoigni-
tion is presumed to proceed to completion throughout the
entire volume of the end gas so quickly that the end gas
does not have time to expand during the combustion, with
the result that an extremely high pressureis produced within
the end gaa. The subsequent violent expansion of the end
gas would start the violent pressure vibrations throughout
the combustion chamber, which are known to be associated
with spark-ignition fuel knock. According to the simplest
form of the theo~, the combustion of the autoignited end
gas is not of ‘a different nature horn the combustion in the
normal flame except that a considerably larger mass of the
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gas isinvolved at one time. The simplest form of the auto-
ignition theory will hereinafter be referred to as the “simple
rmtoignition theory.”

The high-peed photographs of WXhrow and Rassweiler
(reference 4) have been most widely cited as proof of the
rtutoignition theory of knock. The fact, however, that
these photographs show an autoignition, with consequent
pressure rise in the end gas, too slow to be very effective in
causing the presure vibrations characteristic of knock
appears to have been overlooked. The engine used for the
work of referenti 4 had an L-head with 2%inch bore, the
greatest dimension within the combustion chamber being
about 5.4 inches. The form of the combustion chamber
does not allow a simple analytical determination of the
exact natural frequency of pre&wre vibrations within it.
A probable minimum value for the frequency of these vibra-
tions can, however, be easily obtained.

Draper (references 5 and 6) has made calculations for
the natural frequencies of “variousmodes of knocking vibra-
tions within cylindrical combustion chambers with flat
ends, using a sound velocity of 3000 feet per second, and
has obtained good agreement with experimental values It
may be observed, as rn&ht reasonably be expected, that the
formulas used by him give a value of ilequency never less

—~ for the Ioweat frequeney mode of vibration,
‘hm ‘–21
where c is the veIoci@ of sound in feet per second and i
is the maximum linear dimension within the combustion
chamber in feet.

The natural frequency of the knocking” vibrations in
the engine used in reference 4 eonld not, according to this
formula, be less than 3330 cycles per second. The photo-
graphs of knocking combustion appearing in reference 4
were tnken at the rata of 2250 fkames per second. The
autoignition, seen in the photographs, usually occupi& a
time interval of two frames, or 0.00089 second. The
lowest-frequency knocking vibrations that could exist in
thischamber, tlm-efore, must have gone through three com-
plete cycles during the time of the autoignition that ob-
viously took place. So slow an autdgn.ition could impart
only a small fraction of its energy to the knocking vibra-
tions. The authom of reference 4 state that lmoc.k occurred
in tbe combustion cycles shown by them photographs. The
evidence of reference 4, therefore, suggesk that the cause
of knock might well be sought in some faster phenomenon
than’the slow autoignition shown by the photographs.

A possibility occnm that a part of the autoignition took
place at a much faster rate thamthe rest. The photographs
of referenca 4, however, discourage this idea. They have
stopped the aut.oignition in early, late, and intermediate
stages. Although the photographs do not positively prove
that such an extremely rapid fractional autoignition did not
occur, they certainly present no evidence whatever that it
did OCCW.

Another possibility is that a pressure wave of small
amplitude, once started, accelerates the autoignition in its
high-prwsure region and decelerates the autoignition in its

low-pressure region. This possibility is in agreement with
the suggestion by Miller (reference 7) that knock may develop
as the progressive build-up of a reflected pressure wave, the
bniId-up of the wave being due to acceleration of combustion
or ti acceleration of some other reaction within the high-
preasureregion of the wave. This suggestion was based on a
study of time-pressure records obtained with the NACA
optical engine indicator and on a study of photographs of
lmocking combustion taken with the NACA high-speed
motion-picture camera. The time-pressure records showed
slight irregularities a short time before the occurrence of the
first violent pressure fluctuation, which could be mplaincxl
by progressively built-up reflected waves. The photographs
observed as original negatives showed slight periodic varia-
tions in the con&urations of the mottled regions, which
could also be explained by the reflected waves.

The existence of pressure waves in the oylinder charge
before lmocking becomes audible and the fact that these
pressure waves greatly increaae in intensity when the chm-
acteristic sound of detonation appems have been reported
by Draper (reference 5).

It is important to note that the vibrational-combustion
theory of lmock could still not be independent of rwtoignition
even if it were shown not to be linked with autoignition in
the manner suggestid in the sewnd paragrnph preceding.
Increasing severity of pressure and temperature in the com-
bustion chamber is well lmown to cause increasing tendenoy
to lmock. Auimignition is lmoyn to occur under certain
conditions. When it does occur it should be expected to
increase the preasnre and temperature in the combustion
chamber so rapidly that knock will take place very soon
afterward, if lmock is going to take place at all. Ixmry and
Taylor (reference 8) have shown conclusively that tendency
to knock decreaseswith increasing rate of rise of temperature.
If autoignition occurs before knook, however, so that the
entire availab16 rise in temperature takea place in an ex-
tremely short time, the knock if it occurs at all may be
expected to occur during the extremely short time of that
rise of temperature, even though it would have occurred at
a lower temperature after a longer time without the occur-
rence of the autoignition. It should be expected that the
rate of build-up of vibration would vary with the mass of
reacting gas.

The authors of reference 1 believed that the characteristic
blur and the disappearance of the mottled zone in the high-
speed schlieren photographs represent the reaction that sets
up the knocking vibrations because this view waa supported
by the appearamm of the photographs projected as motion
pictures. Because these phenomena occur definitely later
than the apparent autoignition in the chamber, a need waa
felt for establishing a definite time relation&p between the
beginning of the violent pressure vibrations on the one hand
and the oconrrence of apparent autoignition, knocking blur,
and the clearing of the mottled zone on the other hand,

The investigation reported in the present pnper was under-
taken in order to determine such a time relationship. As a
corollary to this determination, a conclusion ,waaanticipated
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m to whether the observed periodic variations in the high-
speed photographs before the occurrence of blur cover the
same period of time as the irregularities in the time-pressure
records before the beginning of violent pressure fluctuations.

Since the present paper deals with the time relationship
between various phenomena and the occurrence of knock,
it will be necessary to deiine the term “knock” as used
lmrein, Such definition is as follows: hock is any ph~
nomenon of combustion occurring in the NACA combustion
apparatus cylinder under any of the test conditions used
which causes prolonged visible high-frequency fluctuations
in the time-pressure records. Where the pressure fluctu-
ations of the gratest amplitude in a given time-prwaure
record are preceded by fluctuations of smaller amplitude,
the point of occurrence of knock on the given time-prwsure
record will be taken as the point of discontinuity in the
curve preceding the pressure fluctuation of greatest ampli-
tude. This ddinition of knock and this method of deter-
mining the point of occurrence of knock have been adequate
to avoid confusion in the study of the records taken with
the NACA combustion apparatm, the NACA high-speed
camera, and a quartz-crystal piezoelectric pickup under the
conditions of all tests made to the present time. It is
recognized that with other apparatus or other test conditions
phenomena might be encountered that would fit this de.ti-
nition of knock except aa to apparatus or tit conditions
and which might be distinct from the phenomenon to which
the term is applied in this paper. It is also recognized that
with other apparatus ‘or other test conditions cases of
knock might be encountered in which this method of deter-
mining the point of occurrence of lmock would-fail.

.

APPARATUSAND PROCEDURE

Combustion apparatns,~The NACA combustion appara-
tus is described in detail in reference 1. Figure 1 of this
report shows this combustion apparatus diagrammatically.
At, the time of taking all the photographs presented in
this report an injection valve was placed in opening H.
(See & 1.) For some of the photographs, spark plugs
were placed in openings E, G, F, and J and a piezoelectric
pickup was placed in opening 1, its diaphragm being flush
with the combustion-chamber wall. For other pictures,
the spark plug w-asremoved from opening J and the piezo-
electric pickup was placed in this opining.

As in the previous investigations the combustion apparatus
was driven at the test speed by an electric motor and was
fired for only one cycle. During the one power cycle of
the engine a single charge of fuel was injected on the intake
stroke, a single spark occurred at each spark plug, an entire
series of photographs” of the combustion was taken, and a
time-preawre record was made.

Engine operating oonditionso-llngine operating conditions
kept cmstant were: engine-coolant temperature, 250° F;
compreskm ratio, 7.4; engine speed, 600 rpm; fuel-air
ratio, approximately 0.08; spark advance in G position (see
fig. 1), 29°; spark advance in E, F, and J positions, 22°.
Spark advance in G position waa made earlier than in the
other positions in order that the flame originating at this
position might come into me field of view at about the same
time as the flamea from the other three spark-plug positions.
This arrangement brought the end zone of combustion
within the field of view in aa many cases as possible.

Fnels.-Fuels used were (7TR reference fuels S1 (a com-
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mercial grade of isooctane), M–2 (octane number about 18),
and blends of these two reference fuels.

Setup for schlieren photography.-The optical setup for
schlieren photography was the same as that used in the in-
vestigations reported in references 1 and 7. A complete de-
scription of this setup may be fo~d in reference 1. The
schlieren photographs of combustion were taken at the rate
of 40,000 per second by the NACA high-speed motion-
picture camera, complete details of which cannot be given
at this time.

Time-pressure records.—’limpmssurere records were made
with a piezoelectric pickup using two X-cut quartz crystals in
one of the spark-plug openings of the combustion apparatus
and a cathode-ray oscillograph. The sweep circuit of the
cnthode-ray oscillograph was externidly synchronized with
the engine crankshaft. The brilliancy control of the oscillo-
graph beam was arranged in such a way that the beam would
normally be invisible but, when tripped by a contactor at
the engine, would become brilliant for a single sweep during
the single power cycle of the combustion apparatus. This
single sweep of the oscillograph beam was photographed
with a portrait type of “still” camera. No attempt was
made to calibrate the vertical dedection of the oscillograph
beam. Consequently, quantitative data concerning pres-
sures are not available. The pressure scale is known, how-
ever, to be fairly linear.

Time relationship between time-pressure records and
high-speed photographs,-A time relationship between the
time-pressure records and the high-speed photographs of
combustion was established by two methods. The first
method involved the use of only one oscillograph. Two
timiig sparks were set off by the combustion apparatus:
one immediately after the start of combustion, the other
a considerable time after the occurrence of knock. The
spark gap for these timing sparh was in a special plug
provided in the high-speed camera. This spark gap was
arranged to expose a small spot on the motion-picture fi
at a point about 33 frames behind the picture-taking point
of the camera. Esposure of the timing sparks closer than
33 frames to the picture-taking point was not feasible be
wm.se of structural difficulties. By counting forward 33
frames from each of the two spots on the iih.u,datum frames
were identfied that were in the process of exposure when
the timing sparks occurred. The timing spark lead was
coupled capacitatively to the oscillograph with the result
that a slight break in the time-pressure record occurred at
the time of each timing spark. The points in the time-
pres.surerecord at which these breaks occurred were taken
as being identical in time with the cm-responding datum
frames on the motion-picture iilm.

In order to avoid the necessity of obttig an extremely
linear oscillograph sweep and at the same time to correct
for photographic distortion of the .oscillograph screen, a
4000-cycle-per-second oscillator was used. The engine was
stopped immediately after fining and the brilliancy control
was agg tripped to give a single sweep of the oscillograph
beam across the zero-pr~ure base line. Upon this zero-
pressure base line was superposed a sine ‘wave hm the

oscillator. This sine wave was used to determine tlm time-
displacement relationship for the sweep and made poesiblo
the identification of any point on the time-pressure record
as simultaneous with the exposure of some particular frame
on the high-speed motion-picture film.

A Hewlett-Packard oscillator, model 200C, was used,
This instrument is of the relaxation-oscillation type, utiliz-
ing the periodic charging of a condenser as the generator of
the oscillations. At a frequency of 4000 cycles per second
the frequency may be regarded as virtually constant over tho
time, about 50 cycles, used in the tests presented herein.
The actual frequency drift over a period of time as short as
50 cycles is probably a small fraction of 1 percent.

Because of inconsistency of results with the prw-iously
described method, possibly due to some slight renction by
the vertical deflection of the oscillogrnph beam on the hori-
zontal deflection and to lack of reproducibility of the oscillo-
graph sweep characteristics, a second method w-m dcwimd
for establishing the time relationship between the high-spmd
photographs and the time-pressure records. With this
method a second oscillograph was used, arrangement being
made with mirrors to photograph the screens of botli oscillo-
graphs on the same film. The second oscillograph, liko tho
fi~t, was synchronized externally with the combustion -np-
paratus and was arranged to have a brilliant beam for only
one sweep, which occurred during the power cyclo of tho
combustion apparatus. The second oscillograph “was con-
nected at its vertical input to the 4000-cyclo oscillator but
not to the piezoelectric pickup. The oscillator trace was
superposed on the time-pressure record in the tit oscillo-
graph. Capacitive pickup from the timing spnrk lend was
arranged for both oscillogrnphs.

The trace from the second oscillogmph served to detormiuo
accurately the number of oscillator cycles botwom timing
sparks. This trace thcmeforoallowed au accurate determina-
tion of the number of frames exposed on tho high:spood
motion-picture filmper oscillator cycle. On the timo-prwsu.ro
record the number of oscillator cycles between tho bronlc
caused by the first timing spark and the beginning of
the violent pressure. fluctuations could be countod moro
easily and accurately than in the case whero the two traces
were not superposed. Determination of the number of cycles
in this part of the time-pressure record made poaaiblo tho
identification of the frame on the high-speed motion-picturo
film that was exposed at the time the violent pressurofluctua-
tions began at the diaphragm of the piezoelectric pickup,
with a possible error of only one or two frames. Inasmuch
as each oscillograph trace carried its own time scale, vmin-
tions in sweep cha.racteristimwere of no consequonco oithor
as between the two oscillographs or as between successive
sweeps of the same oscillograph beam. The oscillograph
which carried the oscillator trace alone could hwve been dis-
pensed with in the second method except that oscillator
cycles could not be identified on the time-pressure record
after the beginning of the violent pressure fluctuations, l?or
the camera used, the picture-taking rate is constant, for a
single series of photographs, within a small fraction of
1 percent.
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RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Time relationship of schlieren blur to gas vibrations—
first method.-The first method of establishing time relation-
ship is believed to be much less acourate than the seoond
method. All results obtained with the first method are
reported”herein, however, in order that the authom’ judg-
ment as h which method is more dependable need not be
died upon but that each method may be given such weight
by the reader W, in his judgment, it is worth.

Figure 2 is a series of photographs showing combustion
with very light knock. The fuel used for this series was a
blend of 90 percent 8-1 and 10 percent M-2. Four spark
plugs were used and the piezoelectrnc pichmp w= located in
opening I of the cylinder head.

The order of the pkotograpbs is A-1, A-2, . . . A–18,
B-l, . . . J-1 7, J–18. The film was carried on a circular
drum in a continuous loop. This series, like all others that
nppoar in “tbk. report, w= therefore warried thrbiugh the
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picture-taking point in the camera many times; the photo-
graphs were esposed on one of the trips through the picture-
taking point. One hundred and twenty-five frames, upon
which combustion does not appear, were omitted in the &ure
between frames J-6 and J–12. Seven@-two additional
&es, which would have appeared in the figure after frame
J-1 8 or before frame A–1, were omitted. The total number
of frames in the film loop was 372, as in all other casea.

The perforated edge of the film was reproduced in the
figure only in rows F and J. The timing sparks caused
e.xposureaon the perforated edge in these rows. The ex-
posure between kmes J–15 and J–16 resulted from the fit
timing spark; tlie exposure at frame F-15, from the second
timing spark. In the time betieen the first and second
timing sparks, the & drum turned suflicieritly to carry
551X hames psst the picture-taking point of the camerp, or
about 1% turns.

At the occurrence of the tit timing spark, the camera
had not started t&ing pictures. This spark occurred 108M
frames before the exposure of frame A-1 and 261j4 frames
before the exposure of frame 1–9,in which the characteristic
knocking blur is first tilble.

At the occurrence of the second timing spark the camera
had ceased taking pictures. This spark occurred 372 frames
(one complete turn of the film drum) after the exposure of
frame D-18. Frame D-18 was 33 frames ahead of frame
F-15, 33 frames being the distance from timing spark plug
to picture-taking point in camera.

As in the figures of references 1 and 7, the flames appear
in iigure 2 a-sdark mottled regions. The first evidence of
knock is a slight blur of a part of the dark mottled region at
B in frame 1–9. The knock in this case is so light that it is

not readily noted by the inexperienced observer. A pains-
taking comparison of frames I-8 and I-9, however, will
reveal a difference in the region designated B, which haa no
counterpart in a comparison of framea I-7 and 1-8. When
the photographs are projected as motion pictures, the bhlrred
region shows unmistakably.

Figure 3 is a photograph of the oscillograph screen showing
the time—preasure record for the combustion cycle photo-
graphed in figure 2. In figure 3, as in the later figures, A
designates the time-pressure trace; B, the oscillator trace;
and L, motoring traces that were accidentally exposed before
or after the single power cycle. The letter E designates a
break caused in the time-pressure trace by pickup from the
earliest ignition spark, and G designate a break by pickup
from the three later ignition sparks. A break in the trace
caused by the first timing spark is designated F and a break
caused by the second timing spark is designated J. The
letter K designates the place on the time-pressure traco at
which knocking vibrations first become visible.

The displacement between the successive ewes L mtty be
due to the tendency of the oscillograph benm to shift the
mean vertical deflection of each sweep toward the zoro-
pressure base line. Whatever the reason for the irregularity
may be, however, it does not appear to affect the usefulness
of the combustion record as applied herein.

The prdiminmy ticks in the time-pressure trace just be-
fore the knocking vibrations begin, which were dimmed in
reference 7, are not evident in the light knocking traces with
the present apparatus. (See fig. 3.) They will, however,
be observed in all the traces involving violent knock.

In figure 3, lines have been drawn from points F, K, and J
to the points in the oscillator trace that correspond with them

FNYJM3.—Indlrntmcud with wofllatortracefor espkdon of flgnrE !2 fn a ~k-QmMon e@ne wftb Ifght knock. F@ W pm%mt &l with 10 permnt M-x four OWrk pluw
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in tinm. These lines have not been drawn parallel, but each
line has been drawn in a direction conforming ta the grid
pattmn shown in figure 4.

The grid of figure 4 wss formed by photographing 15
vertical aweeps and 11 horizontal sweeps of the oscillograph
beam. With each of the vertical sweeps, the potentials on
the horizontal deflection platea were kept constant; with
each of the horizontal sweeps, the potentials on the vertical
deflection plates were kept constant.

A count of the oscillaiwr cycles between the lines drawn
from points F, K, and J reveals that there were 52.4 oscillaih
cycles between the first and the second timing sparks and
that there were 25.1 cycles between the first timing spark
and the beginning of the knocking vibrations at the dia-
phragm of the piezoelectric pickup. This count is probably
accurate within one- or two-tenths of a cycle or within one or
two motion-picture frames at a camera speed of 40,000
frames per second.

The number of motion-picture frames per oscillator cycle is
651.6
~ or 10.52. The number of motion-picture frames from.
the fit timing spark to the beghning of the knocking vibra-
tions, as shown by the time-pressure record, is therefore
10.62X26.1, or 264. This value is 2% frames greater than
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the number of frames exposed between the occurrence of the
first timing spark and the exposure of frame I–9 of figure 2,
in which the lmocking blur is first visible.

An examination of &ur6 3 re?eals that the initial fre-
quency of the knocking vibrations is about 8000 cycles per
second, a value that checks with a sound velocity of about
3000 feet per second if the vibrations are assumed to be
transveme with one displacement node at the center of the
chamber. Using a speed of sound of 3000 feet per second,
the time interval of 2%frames between the exposure of frame
I–9 and the beginnhg of knocking vibrations is found to be
only about half enough for the knocking disturbance to
travel from the point at which the knocking blur is observed
in frame I–9 of figure 2 to the diaphragm of the piezoelectric
pickup in opening I of the cylinder head. (See fig. 1.) Re-
sults presented later, however, indicate that the 2jMrame
value of lag is erroneous.

Figure 5 is a shot of knocking combustion taken under the
same conditions as figure 2 but with a blend of 80 percent S-1
and 20 percent M–2 fuels, and figure 6 is the time-pressure
record for the same combustion cycle. In this case the
knocking blur is first visible at B in frame l–l of iigure 5.
Orie hundred and twenty-three frames are omitted in figure
5 after frame J–18 or before frame A–1.
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l?igure’7 is a shot of violently lmocking combustion taken
under the same conditions as figures 2 and 5 but with a blend
of 50 percent S-1 and 50 percent IvI-2 fuels. Figure 8 is the
time-pressure record for the same combustion cycle. The
knocking blur is fit visible at B in frame F-17 of figure 7.
One hundred and fourteen frames were omitted in this figure
after f~me H-18 or b~fore frame A–1.

‘I’he coqut@@q if I.qgsbetween the appearance of blur
and tho beginning of violent pressure fluctuations for the
case of figures 5 and 6 ‘and the case of @urea 7 and 8 will be
found in table I (a) opposite tests 77 and 95, respectively.
The results am 4 frames and~~ frames, respectively.

In figure 8, a slight irregglwity in the trace before the
tit of the violent pressure, fluctuations appeara at M.
This irregularity is of the same type = that discussed in
reference 7 as being suggestive of the progressive build-up
of tho knocking vibrations. This irregularity is almost an
entire oscillator cycle, or 10% motion-picture frames, ahead
of the iirat of the violent pressure fluctuations at K. This
fact indicates that the irregularity occurred approximately
eight motion-picture frames before the exposure of frame
F-17 in figure 7, in which the knocking blur is fit visible.
It might be contended that the possible error involved in the
method used in this test for the establishment of time rela-
tionship was sufficiently great that the blurring of the mot-
tled zone in frame F-17 of figure 7 actually occurred before
the irregularity at M in figure 8. Evidence presented later
in this report, however, indicates that the probable error
in the 2j4-framevalue of lag was not this great.

Table I (a) presents the results of a number of tests made
74fI02&&10

with fuel blends of various antiknock values under the same
conditions as the tests of @ures 2, 3, and 5 to 8. The only
tests omitted from this table are those in which a timing
spark failed to occur or which are defective in some other
manner such that no determinations can be made from them.
No teats&ith 100 percent S-1 “fuelare included because this
fuel did not knock under the test conditions.

The number of motion-picture frames between the appear-
ance of the knocking blur and the beginning of the violent
pressure fluctuations at the indicator diaphragm is found in
column 9 of table I (a). The mean of the valuw in this
column is approximately eight frames and the maximum
variation from the mean is six frames. There seems to be
no correlation between the number of frames of lag in column
9 and the violence of the knock, controlled by the fuel used.
For this reason a smaller number of fuel blends was used in
later tesnk.

The results shown in table I (a) justify a pr&mption that
the violent pressure fluctuations never begin before the
appearance of the knocking blur and that they always begin
within 4.o x 10–4 second aftar the appearamx of this blur.
The value of the mean lag appears much greater than the
time required for the knocking pressurewaves to travel from
the lmocking zone to the diaphragm of the piezocilectric
pickup The variation between individual det+muinations
appears tQ be much greater than could be explained by per-
sonal error and it was balieved, therefore, that a more accur-
ati method was needed. In order to establish a more
dependable and perhaps a more consistmt time relationship,
the two-oscillograph method was developed.
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FIGURE 7.—Hf@-we&i motion pictared of an expkbn fn aqxuk-lgnitkmengfneWM vkient kncak. FaaljW pxcant S-I wftb COpercmtM-% foursparkpltIEW qwk advanw left.hnnd
pIn& ZiP, otlw threa phw% 2!2% B, blnrring cawed by kno&.
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Time relationship of schlieren blur to gas vibrations—
seoond method.—l?igure 9 is a photographic series of vio-
kmtly knocking combustion taken under the same conditions
and with the same fuel blend as &ma 7 but with the two-
oscillograph method of establishing time relationship. The
characteristic knocking bhr oocurs in frame 1-17 of figure 9.
One fkrunewas lost at the splice at frame E-2 and 186 frames
me omitted after frame J–17 or before frame A-1. The
number of frames between timing sparks is 301, having been
reduced, upon changing from the first to the second method,
from about 1X turns of the film drum to a little less than one
complete turn of the drum. The first timing spark appears
at frame D-7; the second, at frame A–2.

Figure 10 shows the time-pressurerecord of the combustion
cycle photograph~d in figure 9 combined with the voltage
wave delivered by the oscillator. This composite curve is
designated A. The oscillator trace alone, also appearing in
this figure, is designated B. In each trace the break caused
by the first timing spark is designated F and the break caused
by the second timing spark is designated J. The break in
the time-pressure record oaused by the first violent pressure
fluctuation is designated K.

In the counting of oscillator cycles between the fit timing
spark and the break due to violent pressure fluctuations -in
the trace A of figure 10, consideration must be given to the
fact that the peaks due to the oscillator cycles are displac-ed
t.a the right in the part of the trace in which the pressure

rise is rapid. The magnitude of this displacement may be
easily calculated from the general slope of the curve, the
vertiod distance between two successive peuks, and the
vertied distance between either of the two successive peaks
and the intermediate valley. This calculation does not need
to be made, however, for figure 10. The break in the trace
at K occurs about halfway between a peak and the probable
position of the subsequent valley. Inasmuch as the valleys
are displaced to the left by the same amount that the peaks
are displaced to the right, the midpoints may be regarded as
not displaced.

From trace A of figure 10, a count of the number of oscil-
lator cycles between the first timing spark at F and the break
due to violent pressurefluctuation at K yields a value of 12.9.
All other steps in the determination of lag between blur in
the photographs and the beginning of intense pressure fluc-
tuations at the piezoelectric pic@p are the same as with
the first method. The determination for the case of figures 9
and 10 may be found in table I (b) opposita test 158. The
value of lag is 8ix motion-picture frames

Table 1 (b) shows the results of a number of tests made
with fuels of various antiknock values under the same condi-
tiom as the tests shown in @urea 9 and 10. This table
includes all tests that are not defective in a manner that
renders a determination impossible. Four spark plugs were
used for all these testsand the piezoelectric pickup was located
in opening I of the cylinder head. (See fig. 1.)
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~OUItE 10.—Iridkrdorrard wmblncd wfth oscillator hwa and wftk $qmrrIte owfilator tram for orplwion of @ore 9 in a spark-f@tfon engtne wfth violent Immk.

rvftb 60 peraeat M-% fonrs~rk PIW mark advanm, W on tbreo PIW W on fonrtb PIW Pkaaeiectrfo Plckap fn opordn~ 1. (Se@ @. 1.)

Column fl of table I (b) shows the time lagg between the
knocking blur and the beginning of the violent pressure
fluctuations at the diaphragm of the piezoelectric pickup.
The mean lag in this column is about five motion-picture
frames. One value of lag departs from the mean by 1.8
motion-picture frames, or 4.5X 10-5 second. With the
reception of this vrdue the deviations are only about one
motion-picture frame. The departure of 1.8 frames fqom
the mean value is probably within the range of possible
experimental error.

The five-frame value of mean lag from column 9 of table
I (b) is three frames less than the corresponding value from
table I (a). The difference is probably due to inaccuracy
in the method used to obtain the data of table I (a). The
voltage on the vertical deflection plates of the oscillograph
appears to hav”e been fed into the horizontxd deflection
plates to some extent with the result that the time scale
was about 7.5X10-5 second in error at the time the knock
occurred. An independent investigation was made con-
cerning this point with the result that such an effect was
found to exist and the effect was found “tobe not constant.
This effect, together with lack of reproducibility of the
oscillograph sweep characteristics with constant verticd-
deflection-plate voltage, also explains the much greater
variation from the mean lag in column 9 of table I (a) than
in column 9 of table I (b). The values from table I (b) are
undoubtedly far more accurate than those of table I (a).

I?igure 11 is a shot of moderately knocking combustion
taken with the piezoelectric pickup in opening J, instead of
in opening 1, of the cylinder head. (See fig. 1.) Figure 12

R@ 60 perceats-1

shows the time-~resaurerecord combined with the oscillator
trace and also ~hows the separate oscillator trace for the
same combustion cycle. Three spark plugs were used, in
openings F, G, and E. The timing of the spark plugs was
adjusted in sufih.a way that the last part of the charge to be
ignited was located as close as possible to the diaphragm
of the piezoelectric pickup. In figure 11, at about time
l–l 8, this end gas is ahnost exactly adjacent to the J opening.
The two-oscillograph method was used to determine the
time relationship. The fuel was a blend of 80 percent &l
with 20 percent M-2. Other engine operating conditions
were the same as the conditions shown in preceding figures.

In figure 11 the knocking blur fit occurs at B in frame
J-1 O. One hundred and sixty-eight frames are omitted from
the figure after frame J–18 or before frame A-1. h figure
12 consideration must be given to the ~placement of the
oscillator cycles on the tinie-pressure record, inasmuch as
the bred due to violent pr+~e fluctuations appears at n
valley”in the trace. The displa~ement of the valley in this
case is negligible, however, as it amounts to only about two-
hundredths of a cycle.

The determination of lag between appearance of blur and
beginning of violent pressure fluctuations for the case of
iigures 11 and 12 maybe found in table I (c) opposite test
166. The value of lag in this case is two motion-picture’
frames.

Table I (c) shows the results of a number of twts’’rn~e
with the two-oscillograph method. The piezoelectric pichp
was located in opening J of the cylinder head. (See fig. 1.)
The tests of table I (c) were made with fuel blends of MO
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di.tlerentantiknock values. The table includes all testsmade
under these conditions.

Column 9 of table I (c) shows the time lags between the
appearance of the knocking blur and the appeammce of
violent pressure fluctuation. The mean value is about 1.6
frames or 4.OX 10-s second. The maximum departure from
the mean value is less than one frame.

A scmwh was made for an explanation of the lag of 1.6
frames between the lmocking blur and the begkming of the
pressure fluctuations and this lag was accounted for by
inaccuracy in the value of 33 frames that was used as the
distance between the timing-spark exposure on the film and
the motion-picture frame in process of exposure at the time
of the spark. The distance from the timing-spark exposure
to the center of the photograph-exposure region in the camera
was actually ahnost 33X frames. The region of photographic
exposure in the camera, moreover, is not actually a point but
a rectangle with length equal to the combined width of about
three frames. The camera has a focal-plan-shutter effect
that causea the knocking region in the photographs to be
exposed after it has passed the center of the exposure region
by about the width of one frame. These two sources of
error account, within one-tenth frame, for the lag of 1.6
frames. .

The difference in mean lag between the values of tables
I (b) and I (c) is 3.6 motion-picture framea. With the prob-
able sound velocity of about 3000 feet.per second, a pressure
wave would travel 3ji inches during the time of 3.6 motion-
picture frames. This distance checks well with the distance
from end zone to the piezoelectxic pickup when the pickup

was in opening I of the cylinder head and four spark plugs
were used.

The results shown in @blm I (b) and I (c) establish with
remarkable precision the fact that the knocking blur in the
high-speed pictures coincides in time with the beghning of
the violent lmocking vibrations. It therefore appears to be
a reasonable conclusion. that the lmocking blur represents
the physical aspect of a chemical reaction which is the
actual cause of the lmocking vibrations. This reaction takes
place ~ 2.5X10-5 second or lesswith light, violent, or inter-
mediate knocks and its establishment as the origin of lmock-
ing vibrations shows conclusively that the type of knock
encountered under the conditions of these tests is a phe-
nomenon distinct from the slow combustion resulting from
autoignition, photographed by the authors of reference 4,
which covers a time of about 1.0X10-3 second, many time=
greater than 2.5X10-s second.

Time relationship between preliminary pressure fluctu-
ations of small amplitude and periodic variations in oon-
iigurations of photographs.-Wlth the very precise establish-
ment of coincidence in time of the knocking blur and the
beginning of the violent pressure fluctuations, the conclusion
follows that the small-amplitude pressure fluctuations dis-
cussed in reference 7, which occupy the period of about
4.0 X10+ second immediately preceding the violent pressure
fluctuations that are caused by heavy knock, must also
precede the kaocking blur. The small-amplitude fluctua-
tions must therefore cover the same period of time as the
periodic variations of the configurations ii the photographs,
which were reported in reference 7. Thwe periodic varia-
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tions have been observed in the fe,v frarneacovering approxi-
mately the same period of about 4.OX 10+ second immedi-
ately preceding the knocking blur when the original nega-
tives were examined, frame by r%une,on a projection screen.
They am not readily observed in the reproductions printed
in the reports. The establishment of coincidence in period
of time between these small-amplitude pressure fluctuations
and the periodic variations in the con.figurations of the
photographs lends further weight to the theory of the pro-
gressive build-up of the knocking waves.. NO attempt has
yet been made to correlate particular variations of configura-
tions in the high-speed photographs with particular irregu-
laritiesin the time-pressurerecord.

Position of Imocking blur relative to end zone.—l?igure 13
presentsgredly enlarged views of two frames, G–11 and 1-9,
from figure 2. Frame G–11 was exposed while a part of the
cylinder charge had not yet been reached by the flame tints.
This part of the charge has been outlined with white ink in
the enlarged view of frame G-11 in figure 13 (a) and has been
designated C. The same outline has been superposed on
the enlarged view of frame I–9 in @ure 13 (b). In this
last-mentioned frame, the bhrred region has been OUG
lined and designated B. The two outlined regions overlap
only slightly and are displaced from each other in a direction
at right angles to the direction of displacement observed in
figures S and 9 of reference 7.

A similar comparison of frames H–11 and l–l of figure 5 is
presented in figure 14. At the time of exposure of frame
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Ifght knock.

H–1 1, only a very small part of the charge had not yet boon
reached by the flame fronts. In figure 14 (b) this end zone
will be seen not even to overlap the blurred region. The dis-
placement, again, is in a direction at right angles to that
observed in figures 8 and 9 of reference 7.

(a) Freme H-11 from Sgrrre 5. Ffeme hes not yet reaohed area wlthfn outlfoo C,

(b)Freme I-1 from Sgure & Em&z bias jnet ommmd. Blurdng wlthln outlfno B fs mwd

by kneck

FIGURE 14.—Two JM%de in the mom of an oxplosfmo fn a qmrk-lgnftbn onglno with H@t

kneck.

In the discussion of figures 8 and 9 of reference 7, mention
was made of the fact that the camera has a focal-plane-
shutter effect which would tend to cause the disphtcomcmt
observed in those figures. In figure 13 (b) and 14 (b) of tlm
present report, however, the displacement is in a direction at
right angles to the direction of the focal-plane-shutter effect,
The displacement must therefore be regarded as actually
having exihd within the combustion chamber.

At the time lmock occurred in figures 13 (b) and 14 (b),
pockets of unignited gas might be held to exist in the regions
designated B, although such a contention would require a
more marked tonguing of the flames than is observed in the
visible projection. It seems a fair presumption, howevm,
that thicker pockets of unignited gas would exist in the re-
gions designakd C than in the regions designated B, I?or
this reason, an explanation of the displacement based on tho
simple autoignition theory is &fEcuIt.

TIM displacement observed in figures 13 and 14 can be
explained satisfactorily on the theory that knock is a reaction
which takes place in the burning gas rather than in the
-ted w ~d fiat th~ reaction restits in a very rapid
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completion of combustion. Immediately before the ex-
,posure of the frames shown in figures 13 (b) and 14 (b),
combustion should be much nearer completion in the regions
designated B than in the regions designated C. If the
knocking reaction proceeds toward a completion of the
combustion at a uniform rate throughout the combustion
zone, the regions that me most nearly burned at the time
tho knock starts should be espected to clear up first. This
explanation is based on the assumption that the mottled
region in the photographs is coincident with the combustion
zone and that the knocking blur is simply a disappearance of
the mottled region.

The explanation of the preceding paragraph might also
apply with the theory of progressive build-up of a reflected
wave discussed in reference 7.

Signillcanoe of mottled zone,—Figure 15 is a shot of non-

11

B

G

knocking combustion taken with the single-oscillograph
method of establishing time relationship. Four spark plugs
were used in such a manner that the end zone is within the
field of view. The end zone is divided into two parts at
about frame D-20 by the merging of the flames from the
spark @lgS in G and J pOSitiOIIS. (See fig. 1.) Both the
upper and lower parts of the end zone are finally consumed
by the flame fronts within the field of view at about frame
F–1 8. The last trace of mottling does not disappear, how-
ever, until about frame J–1. The dark region in the upper
parts of the frames following J–1 is due to defects in the
glass windows and is not schlieren mottling produced by tho
gases in the combmtion chamber.

Three frames are missing from figure 15 at the splice at
frame J–2. Ninety-five frames were omitted from the
figure before frame A-1 or after frame J–22. The first

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 [3 14 15 16 17 IS 19 20 21’22
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timing spark was exposed, before the camera began taking
pictures, at frame J-18 and the second timing spark was
exposed 549 frames later, after the camera had ceased taking
picture9, at frame D-12.

Figure 16 is the time-pressure record A with independent
oscillator trace Bfor the nonknocking explosion shown photo-
graphically in figure 15. The point of peak pressure was
selected as H. Other designated points are as shown in the
previous figures. The lag between final complete fade-out
of the mottled zone and the attainment of peak pressure is
calculated opposite test 65 in table II as 10 motion-picture
frames. In this we no correction is required for the effect
of piston movement on pressure. The- first timing spark
occurred 26° B. T. C., and the second timing spark occurred
14° A. T.. C. The point H in the time-presure trace of
figure 16 was therefore reached at 1.4° B. T. C. A point
only two oscillator cycles ahead of point H in the trace will be
obse~ed to be at an appreciably lower pressure than the
point H. The two oscillator cycles amount to about 1.5°
of crankshaft rotation; consequently, the pressure in the
combustion chamber must have been appreciably increased
between 2.9° B. T. C. and 1.4° B. T. C. The increase in
pressure due to adiabatic compression by piston movement
between 2.9° B. T. C. and 1.4° B. T. C. would be far less than
the minimum increment that could be measured by the
apparatus used for obtaining the results shown in figure 16.
The results shown in table II are of considerable interest
relative to the signihance of the mottled zone in the photo-
graphs. This table shows the results of a number of tests
with nonknocking combustion similar to that of iigures 15

and 16. All these tests were made with &l fuel. Four
spark plugs were used in each case and the end zone was
always within the field of view. In all cases the spark
advance and the qrank angles at which the timing sparks
occurred -werethe same as in figures 15 and 16. Peak pres-
sure was reached in each case within 1° or 2° of top center.
The table includes all tests made under these conditions.
The original selections of point of peak pressure and motion-
picture frame of fial fade-out of mottled zone wem adhered
to in each case.

Column 8 of table IT.gives the time lags in motion-picture
framea between the final fade-out of the mottled zone in tho
schlieren photographs and the occurrence of peak pressure.

Rocking of the piston when passing over top center pre-
vents an extremely precise adjustment of the schlieren setup
because the mirror on top of the piston forms a part of the
setup. For this reason, the fade-out of the mottled zono
should not be expected to occur in all photographs at pre-
cisely the same conditions of the gas within the olmmber.
When this fact is considered, as well aa the diiliculty of pick-
ing the precise peak of the time-pressurecurve and the precise
frame in which schlieren mottling disappears, the agreement
of the values in column 8 of table 11 appearavery remarkable.

The conclusion appears to be justified, at least for the
end of the combustion process, that the schlieren mottling
indicates continuance of the process of combustion, if
“combustion” is defined as representing all stagea of the
conversion of chemical energy of the gaa mixture into pres-
sure ene~ in the combustion chamber. Conversely, the
conclusion appears justified that very little combustion not

FlomEle.-Indio3tcr mrdlvithoBdaahx tram fcrnonhccklngerplwlon fn aqmrk-fgmltfon e@ne. F@ S-l; fobrs’wrkplowsr=mk advance, ZY on tbroaplam, 29° on fourth plug.
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indicated by the schlieren mottling takes phwe. In the
absence of evidenco to the contrary, a fair presumption
seems justiiied that the mottling indicates existence of the
process of combustion in the early stages-also. Moreover, -
the term “combustion” as used in this paragraph should be
understood to mean reaction at a rate of the same order as
that existing in the normal flames.

Explanation of the existence of the schlieren mottling on
the basis of extremely thin curved flames requires the
assumption of much more pronounced flame tonguing than
has ever been observed in the visible projection. The results
presented in table U, therefore, strongly indicate that the
resumption of extremely thin combustion zonw is incorrect,
at least during the early stagea of flame travel.

In all photographs of knocking combustion obtained with
the NACA high-speed camera, one or the other of the fol-
lowing conditions has been observed:

(a) The flame fronts have appeared to pass through all
parts of the cylinder charge before the occurrence of l.mock.
(See figs. 4, 6, and 10 of reference 7 and figs. 2 and 5 of this
report.)

(b) Mottling has appeared in the end zone ahead of the
flame fronts an appreciable time before the occurrence of
the characteristic blur which has been identified herein aa
knock. (See figs. 5 and 8 of reference 1,@. 7 of reference 7,
and figs. 7, 9, and 11 of this report.)

It appears likely, therefore, with the previously justiiied
presumption that mottling in the photographs indicates the
mistcnce of combustion, that knock does not occur until
all parts of the charge have been ignited either by. auto-
ignition or by passage of the flame fronts. In some cases
the autoignition appeara to have taken place only one or
two framea before the knock; in other cases it occurred
many framea earlier. On the other hand, the results pre-
sented in tnbles I (b) and I (c) indicate clearly that knock
takea placo in the general end zone under the conditions of
them teds. The evidence is fairly conclusive, therefore,
that spark-ignition fuel hock of the types studied in this
report and references.1 and 7 is a reaction W&g place only
in a part of the charge that is in.ihunedbut that is not yet
completely burned.

With the second method of establishing time relationship,
in all cases whore mottling has preceded the knocking blur
by more than one or two motion-picturo frames the remits
show that the mottling also preceded the beginning of the
violent pressure fluctuations. When the mottling occurred
only one or two motion-picture frames before the knocking
blur, conclusive proof that its occurrence also preceded the
beginning of the violent pressure fluctuations could not,
of course, be obtained.

CONCL~SIONS

The test cmd.itions for the experiment of the present
report included only one value of compression ratio and
only one type of fuel. Usual engine operating condition9
were not reproduced, inasmuch as the fuel charge was in-
jected into the cylinder on the intake stroke and residual

combustion products w-orenot present in the chamber. The
possibili@ exists that knock may take on different aspects
under ditlerent conditions and the following conclusions
should therefore be mtidered definite only for conditions
approximating those of the te9ts:

1. The characterktic blurring in the ~ACA high-speed
photographs of knocking combustion coincides in time with
the start of Imocking vibrations. The blurring may there-
fore be considered a resuIt of the knocking reaction.

2. The preliminary pressure fluctuations of small ampli-
tude that precede the violent knocking vibrations occur
during the same period of time as the periodic variations in
the configurations of the schlieren mottling, which have
been observed on the projection screen.

3. The first evidence of knocking reaction is sometimes in
a difFerentposition from the last part of the charge to be
ignited, although always in the general end zone.

4. The knocking reaction can apparently originate in any
region in which combustion is continuing, whether this is
the last portion to be ignited or not. Enock apparently
originates only in a part of the fuel charge that has been
previously ignited, either by autoignition or by passage of
the flame fronts, but which has not burned to completion.

6. The mottli& in the high-speed photographs undoubb
edly coincides with the regions in which combustion is taking
place. Serious doubt is therefore cast upon the theory that
combustion is completed within an extremely thin flame
front inasmuch as the mottling extends far back of the
flame front.

6. Inadequacy of the simple autoignition theory of knock
is indicated.

AERONAUTICAL ENG~ RESIWWR LABORATORY,

NATIONAL AnvmoRY Co arw7zwE FOR AERONAU~CS,

tiI?vELAND, (Mo, Nouemb 14, 194.%
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TABLE II

DETERMINATIONS OF TIME LAGS BETWEEN FINAL FADEOUT OF MOTTLED ZONE IN HIGH-
SPEED PHOTOGRAPHS OF NOITKNOCKING COMBUSTION AND ATTAINMENT OF
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